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PRESS RELEASE 

Brussels, 9 February 2012 Ref: CRPMCOM120009 

COHESION, THE SEA AND ACCESSIBILITY THE FOCUS  
OF DISCUSSION BETWEEN REGIONS 

 
Cohesion policy and the financial perspectives, maritime Europe and accessibility were high on the agenda 
at the Conference of Peripheral Maritime Regions Political Bureau meeting, which took place at the 
Committee of the Regions in Brussels on 9 February 2012. 
 
“The crisis of confidence is far from over, and that is why we need to be all the more vigilant in our action”, stated 
Jean-Yves Le Drian, President of the CPMR and of Brittany Region (FR), in his opening speech, in reference 
to the “cohesion and financial perspectives” package currently on the negotiating table within the EU Council 
and Parliament. Jean-Yves Le Drian also recalled that “the CPMR’s role is to highlight the value of investments in 
the regions, which are vital for confidence and growth. The package presented by the Commission last year lived up to 
our expectations, but now we are asking for it to be guaranteed and maintained.” 
 
Speaking on this same issue, Nicholas Martyn, Deputy Director General at DG REGIO of the European 
Commission underlined “CPMR’s key role” in the drafting phase of the financial perspectives package and 
stated that he was “open to improvements” saying that he was not “conceited enough to assume the package was 
perfect”. 
 
For the European Parliament, Danuta Hübner, President of the REGI Committee, pointed out that 
“negotiations will be tough, because the crisis is not going to go away overnight”. However, she invited the Regions 
to work together with the Political Groups, especially the EPP and S&D, which as co-rapporteurs would be 
drafting the reports on the financial regulations. 
 
Regarding maritime policy, Alain Cadec, Vice-President of the EP Fisheries Committee, recalled that in 
Europe, 75% of fisheries and aquaculture produce comes from imports. He spoke about aid for fleet renewal 
and measures in favour of fishing professions and small-scale fisheries. However he did also state that he 
was “disappointed” at “not [having] seen much sign” of regionalisation in the Commission’s proposal. 
 
In reply, Nathalie Brajard, Deputy Head of Unit at DG MARE of the European Commission reassured the 
many regional leaders present of the territorial aspect of the Commission’s proposal that “puts the emphasis 
on fishermen and aims to keep them within the sector.” 
 
Rafael Fernández de Alarcón Herrero, Minister of Public Works, Urban Planning and Transport of the 
Aragon Government (ES) and Chair of the transport working group, introduced the session on accessibility 
with a presentation of the CPMR’s proposals. He asked for an 11th priority - “maritime connections” – to be 
added to the TEN-T and the Connecting Europe Facility, “an instrument that needs to become a cross-cutting 
priority”. 
“All contributions from the CPMR will be welcome, since 31.7 billion euro will be allocated for infrastructures in the 
transport sector under the structural funds,” stated Jean-Eric Paquet, speaking on behalf of the European 
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Commission. The Director of DG MOVE also stressed the importance of having a co-financing rate for these 
types of projects that is “reasonable” in order to have a “good leverage effect on the local economy”. 
 
Still on the subject of accessibility, Inés Ayala Sender, Member of the EP TRAN Committee and co-
rapporteur of the report on the Connecting Europe Facility, indicated that it was important to create a 
“bridge” between the Connecting Europe Facility and economic, social and territorial cohesion as an “added 
value for the regions” and in order to “overcome national self-interests by establishing a real European transport 
system.” 
Among the other topics addressed during the debates, Enrico Rossi, President of Tuscany Region (IT), 
emphasised the issue of maritime safety and proposed a meeting in the spring on the Island of Giglio where 
the Costa Concordia cruise ship accident occurred. 
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